The Tibetan Identity Project - Volunteer Profile

Update on the Kalimpong Seniors Home

Contributed by Lodoe Laura Haines-Wangda
“When I'm asked how I got the idea for this Project I find it very hard to come up with a response. Not because it is an overly
complicated question, but more because the answer is so complex.
As a Tibetan myself I was taught from a young age about our rich culture, robust faith and sacred traditions. But over time, it felt as
though I was losing my sense of identity. I mean, is it realistic to wear a chuba everyday? Who can find time in their busy lives to
do 108 prostrations daily? How is it possible to say that you are a Tibetan when you have never even seen the place?
I wanted to find out if other Tibetans had the same internal identity crisis, so I, along with my project assistant, Daniel Stannett,
headed to Dharamsala, India, the largest Tibetan community in exile, lovingly referred to as Little Lhasa. We met with and
interviewed people from various walks of life - from His Holiness the Dalai Lama to a truck driver – all in order to understand what
it means to be a Tibetan in a modern sense.
What struck me most about this project was the people we met along the way. From a man in a roadside stall selling scarves to
one of the most respected Tibetan doctors in India the most important thing to all the Tibetans we met was to be a good human
being.
Because of this Project, I am now able to state with conviction, that I am a Tibetan. Not because I wear a chuba. Not because I do
108 prostrations every day. But rather because I believe in the idea of Tibet – because I believe in equality and because I believe
in humanity. I am Tibetan. But more importantly, I am human.”

Photos from the Tibetan
Identity Project
Lodoe Laura is the daughter of
OFT founders Jurme and
Angela Wangda. She spent
three months in Dharamsala,
India, from May to July 2011
working on a photography
project on the modern Tibetan
identity which she plans to turn
into a book. Proceeds from
this book will be donated to
OFT. To learn more about the
Project and its developments,
or to make a donation please
visit www.lodoelaura.com
and click on the
Tibetan Identity Project link.
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Submitted by Jurme Wangda
On September 8 2011 I visited the Kalimpong Seniors Home and as you can see by the photos below, the building is almost complete.
They are now preparing for the residents, furnishing the rooms and stocking the kitchen etc.
- Dharamsala hopes to have the opening ceremony in October 2011 but the Kalimpong settlement officer believes it will take another six
months since there is still much to accomplish.
- The first stage will include 28 elders, 22 of which have already been chosen. Ten from Kalimpong, five from Darjeeling, three from
Gangtok, two from Rawangla, and two from Sunada. The eldest is 96, the youngest 65. There are 13 men and nine women on the list.
- The rain-water reservoir tank which holds about 64 thousand liters of water is almost complete. It is an impressive structure in that it
serves as a retaining wall for the main ground as well! The tank has eight chambers; each holding about 8,000 liters and containing a
doorway which permits easy cleaning. Two tanks are reserved for municipal drinking water and three for washing and other uses.
- The settlement officer tells me they need five permanent staff and they are going to advertise in the Kalimpong jurisdiction to find them.
He also informs me that the opening of our Seniors Home will be in April 2012, and I think that’s the most likely timeframe now that I’ve
seen how much still has to be done. Since the third floor is still incomplete due insufficient funds and manpower the prayer-hall which
will be built that floor has been delayed. We hope it will be ready soon because we have found a sponsor for it. The current settlement
officer seem to be well experienced in all aspects necessary to both oversee construction and prepare the building so the Tibetan elders
can move in as early as possible.
OFT is very proud of the Seniors Home, the successful construction of which proves what I have always believed, that future home
building is not possible without our sincere supporters and their ongoing commitment to our work. We offer our sincere thanks and deep
gratitude to our wonderful supporters. This is the final dash to reach our goal of $200,000.00 there is only $35,000.00 to go. Please
make our dreams come true so that our destitute elders will be able to enjoy their final years in a place where they are happy and well
cared for.

Water tank and retaining wall

Reservoir

Wheelchair accessible ramp

First floor veranda

Second floor veranda

Overview of SH

Dining hall water fountain

Dining hall serving counter

Dining Hall
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ARE YOU A FRIEND?

Newsletter—Autumn 2011

OFT is dedicated to helping disadvantaged Tibetans and Tibetan refugees, including children, the elderly and the
disabled. There are several ways to get involved with OFT:
Become a member - $25/year (single) or $40/year (family)
Become a regular volunteer
Donate to help us complete the Kalimpong Seniors Home
Volunteer to help at the annual fundraising dinner on Nov. 4 - call 613 738-9871
Donate items for our annual fundraising dinners silent auction or sales table - call 613 738-9871

German Bio-Bread Bakery
In this Issue

Join OFT on

ATTENTION Newsletter Subscribers:

Ottawa Friends of Tibet now has a
page on Facebook. Check out our
events, wall posts, and discussions for
the most up to date news from OFT.

The OFT Newsletter is changing. It will still be the best source
of information about who we are and our coming events but in 2012 we will be
producing and emailing a digital version of the newsletter. We welcome the
thought of saving a few trees, and it will also save the OFT about $750 annually
in postage costs, funds which will be redirected to one of our projects.
Please send your e-mail addresses to info@oft.ca or jurmewangda@rogers.com
to ensure your spot on the Newsletter mailing list.

Ottawa Friends of Tibet
1098 Karsh Drive
Ottawa ON K1G 4P9
Phone: (613) 738-9871
E-mail: jurmewangda@rogers.com
Website: www.oft.ca
Charitable no.: 87685 9919 RR0001
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Tibetan Medicine
Dr. Tenzin will be in Ottawa October 1, 2011.
Please call OFT at 613-738-9871
to book your appointment.
Dr. Tenzin will also be in Chelsea October 22, 2011.
Please contact Terry Flaherty at 819-827-5813
to book your appointment..
More photos from the Kalimpong Seniors Home
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15th Annual Benefit Dinner

Special thanks to
Jurme and Angela Wangda
Lesley Pellerin
Douglas Foster
Bettina Campbell
Barbara Brown
Barb Hadad
Pema Wangyal
Tenzin Topjor
Lodoe Laura Haines-Wangda
For their contributions to this edition of OFT’s newsletter
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Our annual benefit dinner and auction
takes place on November 4, 2011 at the
Hellenic Banquet Centre,
1315 Prince of Wales Drive, Ottawa ON
As always we are looking for
volunteers, contributors and
financial support to ensure the
success of this important event.

Charitable # 87685 9919 RR0001
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Contributed by Jurme Wangda Kathmandu, Nepal
The opening of the German Bio-bread
(GB) Bakery was postponed until April
due to a few obstacles that had to be
overcome. The setup of a this kind of
bakery from the ground up was a new
experience for Mr. Padma (founder of the
German Bio-bread Bakery).
Mr. Padma built the oven from scratch,
trying to innovate an oven that didn’t
depend on gas or electricity, both of which
are difficult to get in Nepal. To that end
he built a wood burning oven which is
slightly better than the other fuels. In order
to sustain the heat, he laid large pebbles and inlaid special mud in between the walls of the oven.
Since they did it in a hurry, the oven wasn’t completely dry and heat wasn’t evenly distributed. As a
result the bread was overcooked or undercooked depending where it was placed in the oven. In Tibet,
we used to say a new oven needed to be tamed which means dried by making a fire before using it.
The local people prefer white and soft bread where more chemical ingredients are used so from the start
one of our main objectives was to produce chemical free low yeast bread using organic flour. It is more
difficult to sell but we are certain people will learn about our bread and start buying it soon. Since it is
difficult to obtain fresh flour all the time it’s a challenge to maintain consistent quality.
Marketing the bread has been challenging as we don’t have the manpower or skills for marketing.
We had a couple of meetings in order to find solutions to these problems and were able to resolve most
of them. We found a person who knows how to use both the new grinding machine and new generator
so we can now grind our own flour. It is much easier to find fresh organic wheat than to find good flour.
We can also produce any type of flour to satisfy our customers’ demand.
In order to track the development process of the
Bakery, we decided to keep the accounts separately for a year to make sure we are able to continue its work in future. In the meantime Mr.
Padma will ask his sponsor to help us with firewood and salaries one more year; by then we
hope to be able to stand on our own feet.
Presently a couple of shops and a hotelrestaurant purchase our bread. We also supply a
few monasteries that place occasional orders. We
hope the bio-bread will continue to increase its
market share as people learn about its quality. Our desire is to generate much needed income for the
monastery as well as promote healthier eating habits amongst the people in the Kathmandu valley.

